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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Eleventh Day: Sunday, November 12, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 102-26-16-16—25%W, 57%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#8)OAKMONT: First-timer hooks a soft bunch on debut; attracts Lanerie   
(#7)BURNT BLUFF: Tries two-turns on dirt; ultimate equipment change 
(#4)BROUILLARD: The two-pronged class drop is the biggest attraction 
(#2)GOOD PLAY: Barn great in all categories except with firsters for a tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-4-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)ICATIRO: Good effort in first dirt start off claim; on the drop for Cox   
(#6)OPERATION STEVIE: Like the cutback to 1-turn mile setup; good post 
(#7)ROYAL SQUEEZE: Takes a significant drop, sitting on a sharp breeze 
(#2)ABRAHAM: Handy fellow turns back to a 1-turn trip; zero-for-5 at CD 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-7-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)CONQUEST PANTHERA: Love the stretch out to 8F; GSW over course   
(#3)TAPITATION: Barn had Tap to It run well in Saturday’s 6th off long rest  
(#5)BONDURANT: Revitalized vs. allowance company; third start off layoff 
(#4)ROYAL SON: Rounding into form for Gorder; cuts back to 8-panel trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-5-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)CASH TIZ WONDERFUL: Can steal this on the front-end; rain a concern   
(#4)URSULA ANDRESS(BRZ): Capable fresh; moves up on “off” racetrack 
(#9)PLAY THE BREAK: Has never missed the exacta on the main track 
(#8)RITZY LASS: Double-dip drop for Diodoro; stretches out off last three 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-9-8 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)MIZZ FABULOUS: Plenty of upside in 2nd start; stalks, saves ground   
(#10)LADY WARRIOR: Hill doles out the early splits; slight cutback suits 
(#4)DANCE RHYTHMS: Overcame rough trip last time; creeps in for a tag 
(#9)SOCO UNBRIDLED: Barn solid with 1st-time starters; sire gets runners 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-10-4-9 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)HONEY DONT: Game in first two starts; KD shipper angle noted   
(#6)STORM RUNNER: Shows up every time; gets “firm” going today? 
(#12)SHARED VALUE: Best effort to date on CD weeds; toss last in slop 
(#2)KING OF CANDY: Bred to relish the surface change and added distance 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-12-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)ANGELO’S ASHES: Exits open claiming company; has sharp dirt form   
(#4)BLUE CHICORY: Gets wheeled back and returns to the claiming ranks 
(#6)ZIPPERINI: Turf-to-dirt angle has appeal; gets reunited with Lanerie 
(#1)STAR QUEST: Placed in 4-of-9 lifetime; 3rd start of current form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-6-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#5)ATHLETIC TEMPER: Speed, Santana, Jr. & drops for Asmussen barn   
(#3)UNSTABLED: Returns off lengthy hiatus, drops; blinkers “off”, gelded 
(#7)UNCLE PANCHO: Son of Uncle Mo should love dirt; plummets in class 
(#1)TIZ TOO MUCH: Has improved in each start off the shelf; cuts back 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-7-1 
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RACE NINE 
(#6)MONGOLIAN SHOPPER: Hasn’t missed the tri in last six; tactical foot   
(#8)GAGAOVERYOU: Won three of last four off the shelf; handy, consistent 
(#3)MISSSEVENTHIRTEEN: Has never run poorly over a uniform course 
(#5)ENGLISH DANCER: Improving; gets a stalking trip under Landeros 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-3-5 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#3)COLONEL SWINSON: Love the cutback to 1-turn; “bullet” in holster   
(#9)GULITY STREAK: Placed in 9-of-11 starts in 2017; 8F on the money 
(#4)AMERICAN RIDE: Rough start, wide trip in last; lateral class move 
(#6)COOL AMBITION: Third behind American Ride two back; tries winners 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-9-4-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


